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1. Answer the following questions : 7x7=7

(a) State the Schwarz's theorem associated
with the functions of several variables.

(h) Let f be a firnction defined on [0,1j as

follows I

f tyr _Jc positive constant, when x * 0
J \--' 

lo, when x = o

Then / is Riemann integrable. State a
reason without any'calculation.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

l2l

For what values of P, the imProPer

integral

Pdx
J", -tx- 4P

is convergent?

Consid.er the following function f ,

defined as

f(x, Ul=(x2 -A\QNZ -A)

be such ttrat f ,of oo -lf *l' =O at (0, 0).

Then what about the maxima and

minima of the function / at (O,0)?

Define the harmonic conjugate of a

function.

Give an examPle of a conformal

transformation.

Evaiuate
rdz
6--Jcz-a

where C is a simPle closed curve and

z = a is outside C.

(f)

(g)

2, Answer the following questions :

(a) Let f and g be Riemann integrables on

la, bj and, g keePs the sarne sign over

lqbl. Then show that there exists a

number c lyrng between the bounds of /
such that

2x4=8

Ern*="f o a*
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(b)

(c)

(31

Prove that f(m+1) = pP1-1, Vm> 0.

Show that the function e'(cosy+isiny)

is holomorphic.

Find the inverse of the point z with
respect to the circle lzl= r.

(d)

3. Answer any three parts :

(a) Show that the function /, where

5x3= 15

3+2=5

xa

re vr= 

{

,[a;7
0

, if x2+g2+o

, if x=a=O

(b)

is continuous but not differentiable at
tl e origin. 2Y2+2Y2=5

Show tJlat the funqtion [x], where [x]
denotes the greatest integer not greater

than x, is Riemann integrable in [Q 3],

and

f I'la" =.

(c) Let f and g be two positive functions in

[a, b] such that

6* "f(x)
x-+a+ g(xl

exists and is a non-zero finite number.
Then show that the two integrals

ff dx and, f,n *
converge and diverge together at a



(d)

(e)

l4l

Show that an analytic function cannot

have a constant modulus without

reducing to a constant.

What is meATt by preservance of cross-.

ratio under bilinear transformation?

Find the bilinear transformation which

maps the points 2=-2,0,2 into the

points u=O,\-i.

(51

5. Answer either (a) or (b) :

(a) Let f be a bounded and Riemann

integrable function on [q b], and there

exists a function F such that F' - f on

[a, b]. Then prove that

fr*=F(bl-F(a)

Hence show that4, Answer .either (a) or (b) :

(a) (t) If /, and f s are both differentiable

at a point (qbl of the domain of

definition of a function 1[, then
prove that f *(q bl= fs*(q bl.

(iil LetV be a function of two variables

x and y, and x=rcosO, U=rsinO.
Then prove that

a2v a2v a2v L a2v tav
U*, 

- 
aO, 

= 
ar, 

-7;g, -;E

Prove that the integral

f *m-ru-xd*
JO

is convergent if and only if m > 0.

Define absolutely convergent

improper integral. Prove that every

absolutely convergent integral is

where / is defined by

f.xl= r when 1 .t. 1

2n' 2n+l 2n

2+3=5

1+3=4

( Continued )

lrt*=?

(n = O, l, 2, ...1, 
"f(0) = 0

is Riemann integrable on [Q 1]. 5+5= 10

(t)(b)

(it)

(b) Let f be bounded and Riemann

integrable on [a, b]. Then prove that l/ lis
also bounded and Riemann integrable

on [q b]. Aiso prove that

lf t *lt lotf v*
PaLua

Is the converse of the first part true?
Justi$r. 4+2+4=IO
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convergent.
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6. Answer either (a) or (b) :

(a) (t) Show that the tunction f t4 = u+iu,
where

f(zl = 
x3 (t + ! - as-(t - l, z + o and /(0) = g

x'+a'

is continuous and that CauchY-

Riemann equations are satisfied at

the origin, yet /'(0) does not exist. 6

(it) Find the analytic function of which

the real part is

e'(xcosy - ysiny)

Prove that every M6bius

transformation maps circles or

straight lines into circles or straight

lines. 6

Define fixed points of a bilinear

transformation. Und.er what

conditions, a bilinear trans-

formation has one or two finite fixed

points? I+3=4

(t)(b)

(it)
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